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Abstract: An enhancement by combining two existing encryption schemes is proposed. It is a combination of a developed Secure and Fast Chaos cryptography and the El Gamal cryptography. The strength of Secure and Fast Chaos cryptography is the avalanche effect in choosing the number of keys of the sender. A variation in the number of keys used will result in different ciphertext for the same plain text. This is combined with the strength of the El Gamal Cryptosystem which is the difficulty of computing discrete logarithms over finite fields. Using the proposed system, the changeability of choosing the random number k by the sender of information will yield different ciphertext for the same plain text.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Chaos theory is a field of study that explains a system exhibiting output that is complex, unpredictable, and sensitive to the initial condition [1]. In any chaotic system, a change or changes in initial condition would yield different output making them very unpredictable in the long term [2]. Due to its unpredictability, the chaos system attracted a number of researchers in the cryptosystem and other fields [3–12].

Taher El Gamal in 1985 proposed El Gamal cryptosystem algorithm, it is a public-key cryptosystem algorithm applicable over finite fields and uses the Discrete Logarithm Problem (DLP) in its security [13]. The El Gamal Cryptosystem is a very effective application of Diffie-Hellman algorithm [14]. Randomization in the enciphering operation causes the ciphertext for a given message m not to be repeated, for example enciphering the same message twice, will yield different ciphertext [s1, s2]. Probability text attack wherein an intruder suspect a plaintext m then tries to decipher if it is really m will not succeed since the original sender chose a random number k for enciphering, and different values of k will yield different values of ciphertext [s1, s2]. Also, there is no obvious relation between the enciphering of plain texts m1, m2, and m1m2, or any other simple function of m1 and m2, due to the structure of the El Gamal system [15].

In this paper, the chaotic property of the developed secure and fast chaos algorithm [16] is combined with the El Gamal Algorithm [13]. The attractive feature of secure and fast chaos cryptography is the unpredictability on the number of keys that will be used by the sender of the information. The different number of keys will yield different encrypted message. These keys are controlled by initial conditions of the El Gamal cryptography. Both features of [13] and [16] are combined in the key generation. The main equation used in encryption in secure and fast chaos cryptography is replaced by the El Gamal equation for encryption. Likewise, the decryption process in secure and fast chaos cryptography is also replaced by the decryption algorithm of the El Gamal. The security of the proposed system comes from the multiple numbers of keys of secure and fast chaos cryptography and the difficulty of discrete logarithms of El Gamal cryptography.

II. RESEARCH METHOD

II.1. Secure and Fast Chaos Cryptosystem

Khare, Shukla, and Silakari have introduced the Secure and Fast cryptosystem [16] which is a chaotic encryption algorithm using the properties of a chaotic map (sensitivity of parameters) like constant A and initial condition Xn. The developed cryptosystem depends on the number of keys which are generated by the use of the logistic map. A detail discussion on this cryptosystem can also be found in.

The Secure and Fast Chaos algorithm can be described as follows:

(i) Algorithm for key generation
1. Decide the values of the parameter (M, A, Xn).
2. Generate the pseudo-random numbers by using an equation. For n=1 to j
   \[ X_{n+1} = (A \times X_n) \text{ MOD } 256 \]
   where
   \[ A=\text{any integer (1, 2, 3,...,...)} \]
   \[ X_0=\text{initial value of chaotic function which is 2, 3,...,...} \]
   \[ j=\text{Number of keys} \]
   \[ X_{n+1}=\text{keys K_1, K_2, K_3,...,K_j (after applying the gray code on X_{n+1})} \]
3. Then generate different multiple values of X_{n+1} (used for keys after applying the gray code on these values of X_{n+1}) and fixed the random numbers by using some specific condition j.
4. The complexity of keys is increased by applying a gray code on X_{n+1} so keys are independent with each other.
5. The keys are shown in 8-bit binary form.
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(ii). Algorithm for encryption
1. Each character is shown in ASCII character, P_i = ASCII(character i).
2. ASCII character P_i is converted into 8-bit binary form.
3. Using the equation E_{km}(P_i) = C_i for all i > 0, and m = 1 to j for encryption, where E_{km}(P_i) is a bitwise XORing on plaintext P_i with single key K_m.
4. Find the 1’s complement of ciphertext (C_i).
5. Algorithm for decryption
1. Find the 1’s complement of receiving ciphertext (C_i).
2. Using the equation P_i = D_{km}(C_i), Where m=1 to j for decryption, where D_{km}(C_i) is a bitwise XORing on ciphertext C_i with single key K_m.
3. Plain text P_i is converted into ASCII(P_i) with respect to its decimal value.
4. Then Character i = ASCII (P_i).
The Secure and Fast Chaos cryptosystem was implemented to encrypt and decrypt the message “MANILA”. As discussed in [16], the chaotic property of this algorithm is if the values of any integer A, values of random number X_n and numbers of keys J are changed, the completely different ciphertext will be encrypted. However, this paper utilized only the sensitivity to numbers of keys used in its encryption. Table 1 shows that the ciphertext is different as the number of keys used for encryption is varied. For same plain text, “MANILA”, if the number of keys is changed, then the ciphertext also changed.

II.2 El Gamal Cryptosystem
The El Gamal algorithm [13] can be described as follows:

(i) Key Generation
a. Choose a random prime, p.
b. Compute a random multiplicative generator element g, such that g < p).
c. Choose a random number, x, as the private key.
d. Compute the public key, y by
   \[ y = g^x \text{ (mod p)} \]
e. Make (p, g, y) public, and keep (x) as private key.

(ii) Encryption
a. To encrypt the message, m, the sender first chose a random number, k, such that gcd(k, p - 1) = 1
b. Compute, r and \( s \)
\[ r = g^k \text{ (mod p)} \]
\[ s = (y^k \text{ (mod p)}) \text{ (m (mod p - 1))} \]

(iii) Decryption
To decrypt cipher text, the receiver computes
\[ r^i \text{ (mod p)} \]
\[ m = s / r^i \text{ (mod p)} \]

Table 2 shows the encryption of the message “MANILA” using the El Gamal algorithm. Each character of the message is converted to its ASCII decimal equivalent for it to be used as input to the El Gamal algorithm. For the same values of p, and different values of public keys g and y and random numbers k different ASCII values of each character yielded different unique encryptions. Also, the message “MANILA” has two letters “A” and their encryption is different from each other. Even though same prime number p and same private key were used, the encryption would still be different, because of different combinations of values of public keys g and random number k when subjected to the formula \( r = g^k \text{ (mod p)} \) and \( s = (y^k \text{ (mod p)}) \text{ (m (mod p - 1))} \) would yield different remainders.

The unique feature of the encryption and decryption of the El Gamal algorithm is the used of the remainder when a very large number is divided by a prime number. It would be very hard to pin-point the original unique combination of divisor and dividend that yields that remainder as there is an infinite number of combinations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Number of Keys J</th>
<th>Keys k_j</th>
<th>Cipher Text</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>ASCII Decimal Equivalent</th>
<th>Public Keys @ p=83, (g,y)</th>
<th>Random Number, k @ Private key x=7</th>
<th>Encrypted Message, s_i</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>9,11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>2310</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>11,16</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>23,28</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2964</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>33,49</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3212</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>17,36</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1976</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>9,11</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
II.3 Proposed Hybrid Algorithm Architecture

The proposed method is a merge between the El Gamal cryptosystem and the Secure and Fast Chaos cryptosystem. The strength of the two algorithms are combined, the repetition of multiple number keys of Secure and Fast Chaos cryptography and the use of the remainder when a large number is divided by a prime number of the El Gamal cryptosystem. Figure 1 shows the block diagram of the proposed algorithm. The addition to the conventional El Gamal cryptosystem is the multiple key generator.

This method is explained in the following algorithm:

**Key Generation:**
1. The sender’s message is any combination of characters that can be found in the ASCII table. It can be letters of the English alphabet, numbers, and symbols which has a corresponding decimal equivalent in the ASCII table.
2. Each character of the message is converted to its ASCII decimal equivalent.
3. The sender picks a prime number p that is greater than the character that has the highest decimal equivalent, m₀ plus 1 that is 0 < m₀+1 < p.
4. The sender then decides on the number of pairs of public keys (y’s and g’s). The number of pair of public keys can be less than or equal to the number of messages, m and send it to the receiver.
5. The receiver chooses the private key, x and keep it as a secret and computes the gᵢᵃ mod p and send it to the sender.
6. Based on the chosen random multiplicative generator element g, yᵢ is computed by the sender using the formula:
   \[ yᵢ = gᵢᵃ \mod p \]

**Encryption:**
1. To encrypt a message m a random number, k is chosen by the sender such that gcd (k, p-1) = 1.
2. The sender computes for \( rᵢ = gᵢᵏ \mod p \)
3. The sender computes for sᵢ
   \[ sᵢ = (yᵢᵏ \mod p) [mᵢ (\mod (p-1))] \]
4. The unique feature of the proposed method is the use of a repetitive cycle of keys. On a ten-character message and the chosen number of key pairs is 4, the fifth character will utilize the public keys g₁ and g₂, y₁ = y₂, therefore, r₅ = r₁; the sixth character will utilize the public keys g₂ and y₂, y₆ = y₂, therefore, r₆ = r₂; the seventh character will utilize the public keys g₃ and y₃, y₇ = y₃, therefore, r₇ = r₃; the eighth character will utilize the public keys g₄ and y₄, y₈ = y₄, therefore, r₈ = r₄; the ninth character will utilize the public keys g₁ and y₁, y₉ = y₁, therefore, r₉ = r₁; so on and so forth.
5. The sender sends the encrypted message \( rᵢ \) and \( sᵢ \)

**Decryption:**
1. To decrypt a message, the receiver uses the secret key, x to compute for \( rᵢ \)
   \[ rᵢ = rᵢᵏ \mod p \]
   then
   \[ mᵢ = sᵢ / rᵢ \]

I. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

III.1 Example of the Proposed Method

In this section, the message “MANILA” was encrypted and decrypted using the proposed method

Message: MANILA
1. Key Generation:
Condition: \( 0 < m + 1 < p \) since \( m_0=78 \) for \( N \) of MANILA
\( m_0+1=79 \) therefore \( p=83 \)
The sender decided to use 4 key pairs: random numbers \( g_i \) such that \( g_i<p \)
\( g_1=4; g_2=10; g_3=9; g_4=6 \) and private key \( x=8 \) \( (x<p) \)
\( y_1 = g_1^x \mod p = 4^8 \mod 83 = 49 \)
\( y_2 = g_2^x \mod p = 10^8 \mod 83 = 23 \)
\( y_3 = g_3^x \mod p = 9^8 \mod 83 = 16 \)
\( y_4 = g_4^x \mod p = 6^8 \mod 83 = 28 \)
Therefore:
Public Keys: \( y_1=49, y_2=49, y_3=16, y_4=28, g_1=4, g_2=10, g_3=9, g_4=6 \) from sender.
Private key: \( x=8 \) is from the receiver and keeps it a secret.
Public keys \( g_1,g_2,g_3 \) and \( g_4 \) from the sender are sent to the receiver. The receiver computes for \( g_1^x, g_2^x, g_3^x, \) and \( g_4^x \) and sends back to the sender.
Prior to encryption, a random number \( k \) is chosen by the sender such that \( \gcd(k,p-1)=1 \) therefore \( k=7 \) because of \( \gcd(7,83-1)=1 \)
2. Encryption:
Message = MANILA
For M:
\( r_1 = g_1^k \mod p \)
\( r_1 = 4^7 \mod 83 \)
\( r_1=33 \)
\( s_1 = (y_1^k \mod p) [m_0 \mod (p-1)] \)
\( s_1 = (49 \mod 83)(77 \mod 82) \)
\( s_1 = (40)(77) \)
\( s_1 = 3080 \)
For A:
\( r_2 = g_2^k \mod p \)
\( r_2 = 10^7 \mod 83 \)
\( r_2=77 \)
\( s_2 = (y_2^k \mod p) [m_0 \mod (p-1)] \)
\( s_2 = (23 \mod 83)(65 \mod 82) \)
\( s_2 = (28)(65) \)
\( s_2=1820 \)
For N:
\( r_3 = g_3^k \mod p \)
\( r_3 = 9^7 \mod 83 \)
\( r_3=11 \)
\( s_3 = (y_3^k \mod p) [m_0 \mod (p-1)] \)
\( s_3 = (16 \mod 83)(78 \mod 82) \)
\( s_3 = (10)(78) \)
\( s_3=780 \)

For I:
\( r_4 = g_4^k \mod p \)
\( r_4 = 6^7 \mod 83 \)
\( r_4=60 \)
\( s_4 = (y_4^k \mod p) [m_0 \mod (p-1)] \)
\( s_4 = (28 \mod 83)(73 \mod 82) \)
\( s_4 = (63)(73) \)
\( s_4=4599 \)

For L:
\( r_4 = g_1^k \mod p \)
\( r_4 = 4^7 \mod 83 \)
\( r_4=33 \)
\( s_4 = (y_4^k \mod p) [m_0 \mod (p-1)] \)
\( s_4 = (49 \mod 83)(65 \mod 82) \)
\( s_4 = (40)(65) \)
\( s_4=3040 \)

Encrypted Message: \( \{r_1,r_2,r_3,r_4\} \)
= \{33,3080\}, \{77,1820\}, \{11,780\}, \{60,4599\}, \{33,3040\}, \{77,1820\}

3. Decryption
To decrypt the ciphertext \( \{33,3080\}, \{77,1820\}, \{11,780\}, \{60,4599\}, \{33,3040\}, \{77,1820\} \), the receiver uses the private key \( x \) which is a number that only the receiver knows.
\( s_1 = 3080 \)
\( r_1^x \mod p = 33^8 \mod 83 = 40 \)
then \( m_1 = s_1 / r_1^x \mod p = 3080/40 = 77 = M \)
\( s_2 = 1820 \)
\( r_2^x \mod p = 77^8 \mod 83 = 28 \)
then \( m_2 = s_2 / r_2^x \mod p = 1820/28 = 65 = A \)
\( s_3 = 780 \)
\( r_3^x \mod p = 11^8 \mod 83 = 10 \)
then \( m_3 = s_3 / r_3^x \mod p = 780/10 = 78 = N \)
Table 3  Sensitivity to the Number of Keys  of the Proposed System

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Number of Key Pairs</th>
<th>Public Keys p=83, k=7</th>
<th>Private Key</th>
<th>Cipher Text s_i</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>g1=4, y1=49</td>
<td>x=8</td>
<td>3080,2600,3120, 2920,3040,2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>g1=4, g2=10, y1=49, y2=23</td>
<td>x=8</td>
<td>3080, 1820,3120, 2044, 3040,1820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>g1=4, g2=10, g3=9, y1=49, y2=23, y3=16</td>
<td>x=8</td>
<td>3080, 1820,780, 2920, 2128,650</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>g1=4, g2=10, g3=9, g4=6, y1=49, y2=23, y3=16, y4=28, y5=30</td>
<td>x=8</td>
<td>3080, 1820, 780, 4599,3040, 1820</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>g1=4, g2=10, g3=9, g4=6, g5=12, y1=49, y2=3, y3=16, y4=28, y5=30</td>
<td>x=8</td>
<td>3080,1820, 780, 4725, 5700, 2600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MANILA</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>g1=4, g2=10, g3=9, g4=6, g5=12, g6=21, y1=49, y2=3, y3=16, y4=28, y5=30</td>
<td>x=8</td>
<td>3080,1820, 780, 4599, 5700, 1755</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ s_i = \{ 4599 \} \]
\[ r_i^s \mod p = 60^s \mod 83 = 63 \]
then \( m_i = s_i / r_i^s \mod p = 4599/63 = 73 = 1 \)

\[ s_i = \{ 3040 \} \]
\[ r_i^s \mod p = 33^8 \mod 83 = 40 \]
then \( m_i = s_i / r_i^s \mod p = 3040/40 = 76 = L \)

\[ s_i = \{ 1820 \} \]
\[ r_i^s \mod p = 47^8 \mod 83 = 28 \]
then \( m_i = s_i / r_i^s \mod p = 1820/28 = 65 = A \)

I. ANALYSIS OF THE PROPOSED METHOD

III.2.A. Sensitivity to Number of Keys

It is claimed by the proposed method that changing the number of keys, would result to complete change in the ciphertext from one another for the same plain text. In Table 3 it has been represented that difference in the number of keys used generated different ciphertext. Also, it can be seen in Table 3 that the two letters “A” in the message “MANILA” have been encrypted as the same value of ciphertext in the case of a number of key pairs 1,2,4. When the number of key pairs is 3,5 and 6 the ciphertext for both letters are different from one another. It would be very confusing for Man in the Middle (MITM) attackers to deduce that the same value of ciphertext means same characters as it would be another puzzle for them to know the number of key pairs used by the sender.

III.2.B. Security Analysis

For an encryption algorithm, an avalanche effect is a very important characteristic. Avalanche effect can be seen when changing one bit in plaintext would result in the change in the outcome of at least half of the bits in the ciphertext. The avalanche effect is present in the proposed method in terms of the number of key pair used. Changing the number of key pairs change at least half of the ciphertext. In Table 3, one random number k and one private key x were used to encrypt the message. Another implementation of the proposed method is to use not only one random number k but multiple k’s for encryption. Table 4 shows two different implementations of the proposed system. The same message was encrypted using the same prime number, public keys, and private key. The only difference is in the number of k and values of k used. The encrypted message is very much different from one another.

In Tables 3 and 4, the avalanche effect was demonstrated by the proposed method on the number of keys used and also in the number of random numbers used. Using more keys would be more secure but it would slow down the system.
Table 4 The Avalanche Effect of the Proposed System Using One K and Multiple K

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MESSAGE</th>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Random Number</th>
<th>Ciphertext Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The_quick_brown_fox_jump_over_the_back_of_the_lazy_dog.</td>
<td>p=127; g1=3; g2=5; g3=7; g9=9; g5=11; x=8</td>
<td>k=5</td>
<td>2184,6344,12524,3895,2034,3042,6405,12276,4387,1710,2548,6954,13764,4879,1980,2470,6222,13764,4920,1710,2756,7137,13516,4592,1710,2886,7198,12524,4674,1710,3016,6344,12524,3895,1764,2522,6039,13268,1998,2652,5795,14384,4264,1818,2470,6588,12028,5002,2178,2470,6100,13764,4223,828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The_quick_brown_fox_jump_over_the_back_of_the_lazy_dog.</td>
<td>p=127; g1=3; g2=5; g3=7; g9=9; g5=11; x=8</td>
<td>k1=13; k2=13; k3=17; k4=19; k5=23</td>
<td>2184,7904,7171,6840,1921,3042,7980,7029,7704,1615,2548,8664,7881,8568,1870,2470,7752,7881,8640,1615,2756,8892,7739,8064,1615,2886,8968,7171,8208,1615,3016,7904,7171,6840,1666,2522,7524,7597,6840,1887,2652,7220,8236,7488,1717,2470,8208,6887,8784,2057,2470,7600,7881,7416,782</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV. CONCLUSION

The proposed system was able to combine the secure and fast cryptosystem and the El Gamal cryptosystem. It is an improvement of the secure and fast chaos cryptosystem by replacing the encryption and decryption formula by the more secure El Gamal encryption and decryption scheme. It is also an improvement of the El Gamal cryptosystem by providing a cyclical repetition on the key pair used and the number of random numbers used. The proposed method provided for the El Gamal cryptosystem ways of manipulating the number of key pairs and random numbers used for more avalanche effect in the produced ciphertext. The chaotic properties of the proposed system lie in the number of key pairs and the number of random numbers used. To make the proposed system protected from “man in the middle” attacks it is recommended that the signature scheme of El Gamal cryptosystem be integrated into the proposed system.
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